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SFO and Japan, a long history 
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1. Souvenir certificate: Japan Air Lines (JAL), 
International dateline crossing for John M. 
Burnard at the exact hour of 01:39 on March 27, 
1966. 
 

2. Produced by JAL as publicity stills for marketing. 
August 12, 1960 – Passengers on staircase in 
front of airplane entry door 
 

3. Produced by JAL as publicity stills for marketing. 
August 12, 1960 –  Group of people on tarmac 
in front of airplane with Japanese tori and flying 
carp banners. 
 

4. Timetable issued by JAL, effective February 4, 
1955 
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San Francisco International Airport 
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Domestic and International O&D Passengers 

 
 
 

4 Sources: U.S. DOT, Air Passenger Origin-Destination Survey, reconciled to Schedules T100 and 298C; U.S. DOT, Schedule T100. For YE June 2013. 
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Origination & Destination (O&D) Passengers  
by Airport (millions)   

 SFO is the 7th busiest airport in the nation in total passengers (according to 2012 ACI rankings, and 
preliminary 2013 data shows SFO as 6th) but SFO is 4th in the U.S. in terms of O&D passengers 

 Approximately 78% of SFO travelers in 2014 are O&D passengers, while only 22% are connecting 
passengers  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- SFO is the 7th busiest airport in the nation in total passengers (according to 2012 ACI rankings, and preliminary 2013 data shows us as 6th) but in terms of Origin and Destination passengers, SFO is 4th in the U.S.- Although part of our traffic growth is attributable to United growing their SFO hub, passengers originating or ending their trip remains at approximately 78%. - Between FY2007 and FY2013, domestic O&D passengers increased more than 46%, attributable to the high growth in low cost carriers. - Over this period, the number of international O&D passengers and connecting passengers increased approximately 9% and 5%, respectively



CPE vs Enplanement 
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Deliberate Management, The Kindness of Time & The 
Vitality of the Bay Area 
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 Cost Cutting and Control 
 Debt Refundings 
 CPE Management 
 Partnering and Visioning 

 
 The Power of the Low Cost Carriers 
 Non-Aeronautical Revenue Growth 
 Environmental Stewardship 

 
 Strength of the Bay Area as an employment base and a 

travel destination 

*Preliminary, Subject to Change. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Robust traffic growth 10-year CAGR of 4.3%Attracting LCCs has created a more competitive environment and provided a diverse air carrier mixUnited has demonstrated their commitment to SFOOur market share in the Bay Area has also grown Non-airline revenues have nearly doubled during this periodResidual rate making methodology provides predictability and stability, even during different economic and business cyclesSound liquidity position and healthy reserve fundsDebt per enplanement has declined due to strong traffic growth, modest capital additions, and debt service savings through refundingsthe Airport had previously established a 18.90 CPE ceiling through 2016, and is in the process of setting a new CPE target for 2019.�



San Francisco & the Bay Area 
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Strategic Development & Partnering 
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 Since FY 2006, concession revenues have grown at a 8.1% CAGR 

 Rental car revenues and parking revenues grew at 11.5% and 9.2% CAGRs, respectively 

Concession Revenues 
Concession revenue continues to grow at a strong pace 

*Terminal Concessions includes food and beverage, retail, duty free, and advertising 

TERMINAL CONCESSION, RENTAL CAR, AND PARKING REVENUES ($M) 
FY2006 – FY2013 

$140.6 

$170.1 
$151.5 

$175.6 $182.8 
$196.1 

$221.5 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In FY2012, concession revenues, including revenues for parking and other ground transportation, were approximately $226.6 million, an approximate 12.6% increase compared to the previous fiscal year’s revenues of approximately $201.2 million.Parking:Since FY2006, parking revenues have increased 76% from $52.8  million to $92.8 million in FY2012.  In FY2012, year over year parking volume increased by approximately 4.8% and revenues increased by approximately 14.7% or $11.9 million.  This was primarily due to the combination of the opening of the long-term overflow lot in November 2011, daily rate increases for long-term parking and International Garage parking in July 2011 and January 2012, respectively.Car rental:Since 2006, revenues from car rentals essentially doubled from $22.15 million to $44.73 million in FY2012.  In FY2012, car rental revenues increased 16% (from $38.5 million to $44.73 million.)Retail/Food/Beverage:Net of duty free, retail and food/beverage revenues increased 32% from $20 million to $27 million between 2006 and 2012. In FY2012, retail and food and beverage revenues increased $2.9 million over the prior year.  (Has not risen as rapidly as other concessions sources due to the high MAGs for these concessionaires.)Terminal 2 passengers spend 14% more than all other enplaning passengers on retail and food and beverage items (excluding duty free.)Between FY2012 and 2015, the Airport plans to redevelop 37 restaurants and stores in various terminals including the complete renovation of Boarding Area E.  The entire International Terminal food and beverage program, approximately 18 locations, will be new in FY2016; the domestic terminals are expected to follow in FY2017 with approximately 31 locations; and, finally the duty free locations are expected to all be redeveloped in early FY2018.  It is expected that all new locations will deliver a higher spend per passenger.   



Virgin America 
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Historical Airport Performance 

Source: Airport Commission 
(1) United data includes Continental  
(2) LCCs include Virgin America, Southwest/AirTran, JetBlue, Frontier, Sun Country, Allegiant and ATA.  Represents LCC share of domestic enplanements only 

Metric FY2003 FY2013 

Enplanements 14.6 million 22.2 million 

% International 23.0% 21.0% 

United Share1 53.8% 46.2% 

Low Cost Carrier Share2 4.3% 24.8% 

Bay Area Market Share 55.3% 70.6% 

Non-Airline Revenues $157 million $238 million 

Debt Outstanding $3.75 billion $4.37 billion 

Cost Per Epax $19.62 $15.09 

Debt Per Epax $256.85 $195.95 

Debt Service Coverage 1.41x 1.38x 

Liquidity (Unrestricted Cash) $235 million $358 million 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Robust traffic growth 10-year CAGR of 4.3%Attracting LCCs has created a more competitive environment and provided a diverse air carrier mixUnited has demonstrated their commitment to SFOOur market share in the Bay Area has also grown Non-airline revenues have nearly doubled during this periodResidual rate making methodology provides predictability and stability, even during different economic and business cyclesSound liquidity position and healthy reserve fundsDebt per enplanement has declined due to strong traffic growth, modest capital additions, and debt service savings through refundingsthe Airport had previously established a 18.90 CPE ceiling through 2016, and is in the process of setting a new CPE target for 2019.�



Redefining Exceptional 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The world’s best airports have understood that in order to create a superlative passenger experience you need to get the basics right, then focus on being special.Over the following slides, we hope to demonstrate to you how SFO’s positive credit attributes are even more favorable today than they have been in the past, and how we are well positioned for the future.(1) We believe we have a strong competitive position(2) We have shared our financial projections for all Airport capital projects with the airlines and other stakeholders, and believe their impact to CPE to be moderate and affordable.  Our  financial projections are conservative: we used level debt service, did not apply all PFCs, and have modest traffic assumptions – we believe that there are tools available for us to lower CPE below our current forecast.(3)  We have a proven track record of implementing efficient, cost effective capital projects such as Terminal 2 and the IT



 Terminal 2 Renovation  
 $383 million 
 Design-build project  
 Opened in April 2011 

 Completed on-time and on 
budget 
 Highest passenger spend rate 
 Highest ASQ* terminal score 

 Concessions redevelopment 
plans through 2018  
 Intended to deliver a higher 

passenger spend rate Airport-
wide 

 

 

The Terminal 2 Standard 

13 *ASQ Survey is an airport customer satisfaction benchmark  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



 Opened January 28, 2014 
 Completed on time and on budget 
 Expands building footprint by 18,000 sq. ft. 
 Improves passenger experience 
 Adds concession space 
 $138 million project cost 

Terminal 3 Boarding Area E Renovation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Completed project, on time and on budget ($138M)Added – x,xxx sq. ft. in concession space. 



Well Positioned for the Future 
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 Dominant competitive position in a premier market 

 UAL has made long-term commitment to SFO 

 Sustained and wide-spread traffic growth since 2008 

 Demonstrated focus on enhancing non-airline revenues  

 Proven track record constructing major capital programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion,  SFO is in a strong competitive position with strong financial planning and a clear vision for our future. Management has positioned SFO as a premier airport in the United StatesWe have the experience to execute a well-thought out capital plan over the next ten years with a manageable CPE and high levels of stakeholder involvement.



Looking back 

JAL brochure – Route and Fare schedule 
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